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EMMAOUS OR OULAMMAOUS? 
LUKE'S USE OF THE JEWISH SCRIPTURES 
IN THE TEXT OF LUKE 24 IN CODEX BEZAE 
Jenny READ-HEIMERDINGER and Josep RIUS-CAMPS 
The starting point for our study of the final chapter of Luke's Gospel is the 
name given to the village mentioned in Lk 24:13. In place of the familiar 
Emmaus, Codex Bezae has 06happao'Lig, «Oulammaous», which, in an 
earlier article,' has been identified as the place where Jacob had his dream of 
a ladder between heaven and earth and to which he gave a new narne, «Bethel» 
(Gen 28:19).2 There are several parallels between the Jacob story and the story 
of the two disciples in Luke's Gospel. The main one, of course, is the encoun- 
ter with the divine but there are others, too: notably, the setting sun, Jacob's 
sleep paralleled in the darkening of the disciples' eyes, and the awareness of 
the divine presence after initial unawareness. These points of similarity suggest 
that Luke's story is intended to be a kind of mirroring of the Genesis narrative 
which serves as a hermeneutical key for interpreting the theological significan- 
ce of the Gospel a c ~ o u n t . ~  The motive for the disciples' journey is thus illurnin- 
1. J. READ-HEIMERDINGER, «Where is Emmaus? Clues in the Text of Luke 24 in Codex 
Bezaea, in Essays in New Testarnent Textual Criticism (eds. D. C. Parker and D. G. K. Taylor; 
TextsS n.s. 3/1), Birmingham: University of Birmingham Press 1999,227-249. 
2. V. 19 of Gen 28 specifies that the Bethel was «formerly (known as) Luz» which reads in 
Hebrew as ri5 a51 [ulam luz]. The LXX (06happaoC~ MSS., -avS A, -LOVS 911, ovahap  C, 
owhaphov~ Rahlfs: cf. Iud. 18:29 A), instead of translating the phrase, curiously transcnbes the 
phrase as if it were al1 part of the name of the place, 06haypaoÜs [oulammaous] (the ph becorning 
l ~ p  and the T, softening to S, in line with cornmon phonetic transformation). It is this transcnption of 
Gen 28:19 that Codex Bezae uses to designate the destination of the disciples» journey in Luke 24. 
3. The parallels were examined in some detail in the previous article where it was seen that, 
according to the text of Codex Bezae, Luke already introduced an element from the Jacob story 
in the betrayal of Jesus described earlier in Luke 22. There, Judas» kiss is recorded with the 
exact words used in the LXX to describe Jacob's kiss of deception in Gen 27:27 // Luke 
22:47D05. 
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ated: like Jacob who was running away from his brother after tricking him, so 
the disciples can be seen to be fleeing after the betrayal of Jesus by members 
of their group. They need to escape from the sphere of the Jewish law, repre- 
sented by Jerusalem, because the Messiah has been betrayed by his own 
people. 
The similarities between Jacob's meeting with God and the disciples' meet- 
ing with the resurrected Jesus are not just situated in the central section but 
they spill over into other sections of the chapter. We shall be looking more 
closely at the organization of the narrative in Luke 24 in this present study. 
This use of Scripture to narrate an incident in terms of an ancient model is 
quite a different procedure from the appeal to the OT for proof texts such as 
came to characterize discussion of the Jewish background of Christianity in 
later generations. It is in line with the Jewish precept that al1 the history of Is- 
rael is contained in the Torah, and that everything that happens to Israel is a re- 
eriactment of the original paradigm. Through the inclusion of key words and 
other subtle devices typical of Jewish methods of exegesis, the text of Codex 
Bezae in the final chapter of Luke's Gospel is closer to a Jewish interpretation 
oi' Scripture than is the text of the final chapter that is usually read, a finding 
that is in line with some studies of Codex Bezae already carried out with refer- 
ente to the Book of A ~ t s . ~  
If that is indeed the case, the traditional view that Codex Bezae transmits 
a secondary text produced by a later generation of anti-Judaic, Gentile Chris- 
tians, will have to be revised.' With its perspective of Jesus and the disciples 
embedded as it is in the Jewish view of Israel, it is more likely to represent an 
early rather than a late text. Our thesis is that it may have been altered because 
Iater generations of readers did not understand the intricacies of the Jewish read- 
irig of the Scriptures or the subtlety of the exegetical methods employed. 
Alternatively, the alterations may have been a deliberate attempt to suppress 
what the Christian church came to perceive as excessively overt traces of the 
Jewish roots of Christian beginnings. 
4. See, for example, (READ-)HEIMERDINGER, «The Seven Steps of Codex Bezae, A Prophe- 
tic Interpretation of Acts 12», in Codex Bezae. Stildies frorn ttze Lunel Colloqi~iunz Jurie 1994 
(eds. D. C. Parker and C.-B. Amphoux; NTTS 22), Leiden: Brill 1996, 303-310; ~Barnabas in 
Acts: A Study of his Role in the Text of Codex Bezae», JSNT72 (1998) 26-66. 
5 .  The view generally taken of Codex Bezae derives in part from the presentation of the MS 
by E. J. Epp. He argued in The Theological Tendency of Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis (Cam- 
bridge: CUP 1966) that the text of Acts displays an anti-Judaic tendency, but he discussed only a 
small number of the variant readings of Codex Bezae and overlooked a great deal of evidence 
vvhich shows that the inner perspective of the Bezan text is thoroughly Jewish. In other words, 
t~he tendency of the text may well be critica1 of that Judaism which does not accept Jesus as Mes- 
siah but this does not make it the work of Gentile revisers. Those who are best placed to chal- 
lenge religious thinking are those who have first-hand experience of it, as the wntings of the 
biblical prophets demonstrate. 
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Even Westcott and Hort were prepared to accept that the «Western» text of 
the end of Luke's Gospel was, exceptionally, more authentic than the Alexand- 
rian text (AS) because it did not include certain material that was read by the 
major Alexandrian codices and that they judged to be later insertions. This is 
the material that they labeled «Western non-interpolations». Suppose that not 
just the omissions but the text itself as read by the manuscripts representing the 
«Western» text were also the authentic text? 
1. The Text of Luke 24:12-35 in Codex Bezae (D05) and in Codex Vaticanus 
tB03) 
Our aim here will be to look at the variant readings of the two texts in 
detail. We will consider how the middle section of Luke 24 (VV. 12-35) is re- 
lated to the first and the last sections, and we will extend the earlier analysis of 
the underlying difference in the purpose of the texts. 
Only when the text of Codex Bezae is read as continuous text, and not as 
a series of disjointed variants, does it become clear that it has its own inner coher- 
ente. To facilitate such a reading of Luke 24:12-35, we set out on the follow- 
ing pages the Greek text of Codex Bezae (D05), the principal Greek represen- 
tative of the «Western» text, and, facing it, that of Codex Vaticanus (B03) as 
a representative of the AT. Variants which arise between B03 and the text of 
the other chief AT manuscript, Codex Sinaiticus (Sol), will be pointed out 
in the course of the subsequent analysis. 
The texts are set out according to their literary structure since in the Gospel 
of Luke, unlike Acts, Codex Bezae does not organise the text in sense-lines. 
Variant readings are identified and classified into two categories as follows: 
material which is present in only one of the two texts or that which is present 
in both texts but in a different lexical or grammatical form is pnnted in bold- 
face; different word order is italicized. Orthographical differences which 
represent historical linguistic change are not indicated. 
LUKE 24: 13-35 Codex Bezae (D05) LUKE 24: 12-35 Codex Vaticanus (B03) 
12 12 ' O  6E IiÉzgos Gvaozas 
EGeapev Exi zo  pvqpeiov, xai  
n a ~ a x v q a s  Phixe~ za 60óvra póva 
xai hníjh0ev xeos a h o v  0avpáGwv 
zo ysyovós. 
[a] 13 'Hoav 62 6Úo n o ~ ~ v ó p ~ v o ~  [a] 13 Kai isov dúo Et a6z6v Ev 
.6( a6rWv Ev a6zfj zfj 7jpÉep ~ i 5  a6zg zg $pÉep $aavxo~evópevo~  E ~ S  
xópqv &nÉxowoav o ~ a 6 i o u ~  xwpqv &nÉxouoav a t a 6 i o u ~  
EEqxovza &no 'I~eouaahilp 6vópaz~ EE.Jlxov.ta &no 'Ie~ouoahqp, 6 6vopa 
OiAappaoUs. 'EppaoUs, 14 xai aVzoi hpihouv 
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[b] 14 Wpihouv 6E ngos Eavzod~ 
negi xavtov oupfi~fiqnótov tozízov. 
[c] 15 nai EyÉve~o Ev a@ Óptheiv 
a6to6s nai oul;qtelv xai 6 'Iqoofis 
Eyyioas ouveno~ezíeto a6tois. 
[d] 16 (oi  6E 6@0ahpoi a6tQv 
Engatofivto to f i  pfi EniyvWva~ 
a.Utov .) 
[e] 17 6 62 &?n&vs «Tives o(1 hÓy0i 
oihoi 0;s &vtifiáhhete n ~ o s  Eavzows 
J X E Q ~ ; T C ~ T ; O ~ ~ V T E ~  O X V ~ @ W J ~ O ~ ; > >  
[fl 18 &nongi0eis 6E eis 4 ovoya 
Kheonás e?nev ngos a6tóv.  ((26 
~ Ó Y O  j nagoin~is 'I~eouoahqp; 063t 
Eyvos t a  y ~ v ó p ~ v a  Ev a6tq Ev tais 
fipÉ~ais tazítais;» 
[g] 19 6 6.4 &EV a6z@ «Iloia;» 
[h] «Ta  neei 'Iqoofi to f i  
Na<oqaiov,  $5 EyÉveto &YGQ 
n g o @ ~ ! t q s  Guvatos Ev Aóyp xai 
E ~ y q  Evón~ov toa ~ E O V  nai navaos 
toü haofi, 20 OS zoi7zov xagÉ6wxav 
oi &gxieeeig nai oi aexovtes fipQv 
E;,; ngipa Oavátou nai Eotawgooav 
a6~Óv .  21 *eis 6E tjhnil;opev 6 ~ 1  
a 6 ~ b s  Gv Ó pÉhhov hutgofio0ai tov 
'Iogafih. &AA8 ye nai o6v náoiv 
tozítoy tgkqv .ilyÉgav oljyeqav ayei 
a@, 06 taf i ta  yÉvovev. 22 &hha nai 
yvvalnÉ~ t ives  EEÉotyoav fipals, 
yevóp~vai 6~0givai  Eni t o  pvqpeiov 
23 nai pfi ~6gofioai t o  oWpa a6tofi 
rjh0ov AÉyouoai Ontaoiav &yyÉhwv 
i w g a ~ É v a ~ ,  O? hÉyouo~v a6tov l;fjv. 
24 nai Ctnfjh0Óv tives Ex tWv oUv 
qpiv Eni t o  pvqpelov xai e6gov 
oCtos OS E ? ~ O V  a¿ y v v a i x ~ ~ .  a6tov 
61E 06% E ~ ~ O ~ E V . »  
[i] 25 6 6E einav ngos a6tozíg 
«'Q &vÓq~oi nai P~aGeis tij nae6iq 
Eni naioiv 01s Ehahqoav oi ngo@fjta~, 
2,6 ozc t a f i t a  E6ei na0eiv t o v  
Xgio~Ov nai E ~ O E ~ ~ E ~ V  eis tfiv 6óEav 
u6tofi.» 
n ~ o s  &hh f ihov~-n&~i  navzwv zOv 
oupfi~fiqnotov tozítov. 
[b] 15 nai EyÉveto kv t@ bpiheiv 
a6to6s nai oul;qzeY a6zods 'Iqoofis 
Eyyioas ouvenogezíezo a6tois. 
[c] 16 (oi  6E 6@0ahpoi afitWv 
Eneazofivto toa  pfi Eniyv(5vai 
a6tóv.) 
[d] 17 elnev 62 neo5 a6zo.ú~'  
«Tives oi hóyoi o h o i  09s ixvti- 
fiahhete neos &hhfihou~ xeginatofiv- 
tes;» 
[e] xai EozáOqoav onv0ewxoi. 
[fl 18 &nongleeis 6E eis Ovóyazi 
Kheonás E ? ~ E V  neo5 a6tÓve «2U 
~ Ó V O C  X ~ Q O L ~ C E ' ~ ~  '1~eo~)oahf ip  xai 
06% E ~ V W S  t a  Y E V Ó ~ E V ~  EV a6tq EV 
tais e p k a ~ s  tcxUtais;» 
[g] 19 xai dnev a6zois. «nola;» 
[h] oi 6E s'cnav a$%@- «T& negi 
'Iyoofi toa Na<aeqvoG, 6s EyÉveto 
kvqg ngo@fizqs Guvatos Ev É Q ~ C L )  xai. 
Aóyw Evavziov tofi &ofi nai navtos 
toa haoü, 20 6no5 zs nagÉ6wxav 
azizov oi clgxiegeis nai oi aexovtes 
fipWv eis ngipa 0avátou nai 
Eotazígooav a6tÓv. 21 qpels 8.6 
tjhni<opev 6ti a6tós EOZLV 6 pÉhhov 
hvteofio0ai tov ' Ioga~h.  &hha Y E  nai 
06v náoiv toljtois tgitqv zaizqv 
SpEgav ayel 514' o6 tafi ta EyÉvezo. 
22 khha nai yuvainks t~ves  Eg IjpOv 
EEÉotqoav fiy", yevópevai 6gOgivai 
Eni t o  pvqpeiov 23 nai pfi ~ V g o ü o a ~  
t o  oOpa a6tofi 4hOov hÉyouoai xai 
Ontaoiav &yyÉhcov ÉcoganÉvai, o? 
hÉyovoiv a6zov I;fjv. 24 nai clnfjh0Óv 
tives t b v  o6v fipiv Eni t o  pvyp~iov 
nai ~6gov  oCtws xa0cb~ a¿ yvvaixeg 
~Enov, a6tov 8E 06% E ~ O V . »  
[i] 25 xai  a6zog einev n ~ o s  
a6zozí~- «'Q &vÓqto~ nai f i ~ a 6 ~ i ~  tfj 
n a ~ 6 i q  zoG nloze.úe~v Eni naloiv 01s 
Ehahqoav oi x@o@fjtai-  26 o V ~ i  
taf i ta  EBei naeeiv tov XQLOTOV nai 
~ioeh0eiv E ~ S  tfiv 6ÓEuv a6to0;» 
[j] 27 xa i  fiv & e ~ á p e v o s  &no 
Moijoéos xai  náv tov  tOv 
ngo@qtóv Egpqvewecv a6tois Ev tais 
yga@ais ta neei aÚzoU. 
u'] 28 xai ljyyioav tfiv xhpqv 
o6 Enoeeijovto. 
[i'] xai  autos  neooexotfioato 
noggwzEew noeeijeoeat. 
[h'] 29 xai nagapiáoavzo a6tov 
héyovtec; «Meivov pee' qpOv, O t i  
neo? Eoxéeav xéxhlxev .J1 qpEea.>> 
[g ' ]  xa i  eiofjheev peivat pez9 
a6zWv. 
[f'] 30 xai EyÉvsto Ev tQ xata-  
xhi0qvai a6tov harjhv aetov q6hÓ- 
yqoev xai ngooe6i6ov a6tois. 
[e'] 31 hapóvzwv 66 a6zWv zov 
agzov &n9 a6zoU rjvoíyquav o¿ 
Oq50aApoi a.Uz6v xai  Enéyvooav 
a6tóv. 
[d'] xai a6tos a@avtos EyÉveto 
&n' a6tOv. 
[c'] 32 oi 6E einov neos Eavzow~. 
«Ofixi 4 xaesia $v GpWv x~xailvp- 
phq " Eháhet qpiv Ev t j j  66@, 0s 
ljvocyav fipiv tas  yea@as;>> 
[b'] 33 xai &vaotávtes hvnov- 
pevoi a6tjj t j j  i;)@q 6nÉoteeqav e i ~  
'Ie@ouoah?jp xai  e6eov f i e ~ o i o -  
pévous ZO"~) cv6exa xai to iq  oyv 
a6tois,  34 htyovzes OTL « " O V T W ~  
qyÉ~Bq 6 xijeiog xai W@eq YIipovi.* 
[a'] 35 xai a6toi EEqy00vto ta Ev 
tfj 669 xai ozi byvhoeq autois Ev tfj 
xháael to0 aetou. 
2. The Purpose of Luke 24 
[j] 27 xa i  cie5ápevos &no 
MwBoÉos xai  &no xávzov tOv 
neo+qtOv 6iegpvívevoev a6tois Ev 
náoay tals y~a@aig ta neei EavzoU, 
Ij'] 28 xai ljyyixav eis zfiv xhpqv 
o6 Eno~~ijovto. 
[i ' ]  xa i  a6 tbs  neoaenot.fioato 
~ O Q Q ~ T & Q O V  ~ o Q E ' Ú E o ~ ~ ~ .  
[h'] 29 xai nagepcáoavzo a6tov 
héyovzey «ME~VOY pee' qphv, 6 t l  
nebs EoxÉeav Eoziv xai xéxhixsv lj6q l 
fi qluÉea.» 
[g'] xai ~iofjheev zoU palvat ~Zlv 
a6zoís. 
[f'] 30 xai Eyéveao Ev tQ xa ta -  
i 
xh~0fjvai a h o v  pez' a6zWv harjhv 
zov aezov ~ 6 h ó y q o e v  xai  x h á a a ~  
kne6i6ov a6tois. 
[e'] 31 a6tWv 82 ~ ~ r ~ v o í ~ ~ q u a v  O¿ 
Oq5BaApoi xai EnÉyvooav a6tÓv. 
[d'] xai autbq a@avtos EyÉveto 
&x' a6tOv. 
[c'] 32 xai einav neo5 &hhilhov~. 
«O6xi q x a ~ b i a  Gp6v xaroph $v 0s 
Eháhei qpv Ev tfj 66@, 0s 6i1ívoiyev 
qpiv tas yea+as;» 
[b'] 33 xai & v a o t á v t ~ ~  a6tjj tfj 
Geq 6néot~e1j~av eis ' I~~ovoahfip xai 
e6@0v ~ ~ ~ Q O L ( S ~ É Y O U S  t o G ~  Ev6exa xai 
to+g oGv a6tois, 34 hiyovzas 6 t i  
«"Ovtos qyÉ~8q 6 xijeios xai W+0q 
Zipovt.~ 
[a'] 35 xai a6toi ESqyoOvto ta Ev 
tfj 86Q xai 0 5  Eyvhoeq a6tois Ev tfj 
xháoei TOS aetou. 
The final chapter of Luke's Gospel relates three episodes in which the res- 
urrected Jesus appears to different groups of his disciples, a series of appear- 
ances which culminate in his final departure at the close of the book. The epi- 
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sodes are frequently treated as independent pericopes because of the changes 
in time, place and characters but, as has already been argued el~ewhere,~ in the 
Bezan version of the Gospel they represent instead three stages of a progress- 
ive revelation whereby Jesus makes himself known to an ever wider group of 
disciples and with increasing completeness. The three episodes are unified by 
underlying links of both time and place. 
Considering first the factor of time, it should be noted that the resurrection 
appearances in Luke's Gospel account apparently take place within a single day. 
In contrast, in the corresponding account of the opening chapter of Acts they are 
spread over a period of forty days. Both durations are figurative, a means of 
expressing truths about the significance of the resurrection of the Messiah. 
From a rationalistic and literalistic point of view of history they are mutually 
csntradictory, of course, but Luke is not simply concerned with history as a set 
of verifiable facts about events which involve human activity. His concern, 
demonstrated throughout the two volumes of his work, is to communicate a the- 
ological message about the events he relates. This he does largely by implicit 
means rather than by logical explanations, according to conventions with which 
his readers would be familiar. History in the context of first-century Judaism 
(the context of Jesus and of the first Christians) is not as much the chronology 
of events which take place in a specific locality on the earth as it is the unfold- 
ing of the plan of the God of Israel with respect to his people.' The happenings 
in the human world serve as a validation of Scripture, they are an enactrnent of 
divinely revealed truth. Time, as indeed space, has another dimension than that 
of earthly reality, the spiritual dimension. In Luke 24, a single day can be 
understood as uniting the resurrection appearances in a progressive revelation 
(and corresponding understanding) of the conformity of Jesus to the Messianic 
psophecies of the Scriptures. That this is indeed the impression conveyed by the 
text of DO5 will be seen when we consider the variant readings. 
The places referred to in Luke 24 likewise contribute to the theological mess- 
age of the narrative. Despite the localised shifts in setting, the entire day is cen- 
tred on Jerusalem, the religious capital of Israel where God dwelt in the Temple. 
The importance of the name of Oulammaous is that it, equally, has theological 
srgnificance for Luke, initally as a place of flight and then as a place of meeting 
between the divine and the human. Among the gospel writers, Luke may be the 
one to make the most use of the technique of using names to convey his mess- 
age, but in so doing he is drawing on a store of traditional devices8 
6. C.-B. AMPHOUX, «Le chapitre 24 de Luc et I'origine de la tradition textuelle du Codex de 
B2ze (D.05 du NT)», Fil Neo 4 (1991) 22-49. 
7. See R. G. HALL, Revealed Histories. Techniques for Ancient Jewish aizd Christian Hist- 
oriography, Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press 1991, 171-208. 
8. Rather more study has been made of this device with respect to the Hebrew Bible than 
the NT. See for example, M. GARSIEL, «Puns upon Names as a Literary Device in 1 Kings 1-2», 
We will see that the tendency of the AT is to eliminate, or to tone down, the 
theological message by removing many of the details by which it is expressed 
in the Bezan text. In comparison with the Bezan version, the AT flattens the 
text to give a straightforward narrative account such as is read today and appar- 
ently has been since a time soon after the composition of Acts, except in those 
places where an alternative form of text was known. The variants that display 
this historicizing tendency are evident in the text of Marcion in the middle of 
the second century and in the papyri and Alexandrian codices of the third and 
fourth centuries. 
3. The Disciples' Partial Comprehension 
We shall begin by considering how the Bezan text conveys the idea that the 
understanding of the disciples in the central episode is incomplete, and that it is 
in the final episode that full comprehension of the resurrection will come. By 
means of a series of readings in Codex Bezae, some of them subtly nuanced, 
the disciples are seen to remain sad and uncomprehending when they arrive 
back at Jerusalem. In the AT, in contrast, the two disciples understand straight- 
away what Jesus has to te11 them, and the eyisode in which Jesus appears to 
them is of the same nature as the other two epsiodes in the chapter, with no 
suggestion of a progression in ~nderstanding.~ 
At three places, the DO5 text employs a simple verb to speak about the 
explanation or understanding of Scripture, where the AT reads its perfective 
compound (prefix Gis-): 
1) v. 27AT: «beginning with Moses and from al1 the Prophets, he (Jesus) 
interpreted thoroughly ( G ~ E Q ~ ~ ~ V E Z ) O E Y )  to them al1 the things concerning him 
in al1 the Scriptures'. The task was carried out exhaustively. D05: «he was 
beginning with Moses and al1 the Prophets tol interpret (Eepqveljeiv) to them 
the things concerning him in the Scriptures». The task is started but not comp- 
leted. 
Biblica 72 (1991) 379-386; «Homiletic Name-Derivations as a Literary Device in the Gideon 
Narrative: Judges VI-VIII», Vetus Testarnentum 43 (1993) 302-317; W. W. HALLO, ~Scurrilous 
Etymologies», in Pornegranates and Golden Bells: Studies in Biblical, Jewish and Near Eastern 
Ritual, Law and Literature in Honor of J. Milgrom (ed. D. N. Freedman and A. Hurvitz), Win- 
ona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns 1995, 767-776; H. MARKS, ~Biblical Narning and Poetic Etym- 
ology», JBL 114 (1995) 21-42. 
9. It has been pointed out by B. J. KOET (Five Studies ort Interpretation of Scripture in 
Luke-Acts [SNTA 14, Leuven], Leuven University Press 1989, 56-72) that the episode of Lk 
24: 13-35 is full of interpretation terminology of Jewish tradition, an indication that the concern 
of Luke in this passage is primarily to speak about the understanding of Scripture. In D05, the 
terminology noted by Koet is more precisely adapted to the specific circumstances of the epi- 
sode. 
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2) v. 31AT: their eyes were completely opened (G~yvoix0qoav), with the 
switch of attention from Jesus back to the disciples signalled at this point by 
the connective (66) and the marked position of the possessive ( ~ ~ T G v ) . "  D05: 
their eyes were opened (flvoiyqaav). The switch of attention to the disciples 
has already been achieved in the supplementary genitive absolute phrase which 
precedes this comment in D05, «as they took the bread from him»; the focus 
of the sentence is on the link between the taking of the bread and the opening of 
their eyes, with ctheir eyes» as the subject of the main verb which follows the 
genitive absolute." 
3) v. 32AT: he opened completely (GLfivo~yev) the Scriptures to us. D05: he 
opened (flvo~yev) the Scriptures to us. 
The picture of partial comprehension about the Messiahship of Jesus is 
reinforced in the DO5 text by further details: 
4) v. 32D05: the disciples reflect that while Jesus was explaining to them 
the Scriptures, their heart was «in a state of being veiled» (fiv ... xsxahvppÉvq, 
periphrastic perfect) (AT: «burning»)." Their comment can be set against the 
complaint of Jesus in v.25D: they are slow of heart ((3~ai)elc ~ f j  x a ~ 6 i q )  with 
respect to (Eni) the prophets, which can mean that they were slow to under- 
stand as well as to accept. The AT limits their slowness to believing the pro- 
phets. 
5) v. 33D05: the disciples are, in consequence, very distressed (hvno6ye- 
VOL) as they make their way back to Jerusalem, a remark not included in the 
AT.'~ They have not yet understood that they will see Jesus again; while they 
niay have grasped that they have seen the resurrected Jesus, they have not real- 
ized the ongoing nature of the resurrection. 
6) v. 37: their incomplete understanding is reflected in the reaction of the 
larger group of disciples when Jesus appears in Jerusalem. They are not expect- 
ing to see him and are troubled and perplexed (cf. v. 38). D05: they are afraid 
(a6~oL 66 n~oy0Évzec) and can only think that it is a ghost ( @ á v ~ a o y a ) .  AT: 
the fear is not so pronounced (P75 B: 0 ~ 0 q 0 É v t e ~ ;  S: @o(jyOÉvtes). Jesus 
- 
10. S. H. LEVINSOHN, Textual Connectiorls in Acts (SBL Monograph 31), Atlanta: Scholars 
Press 1987, 86-89; cf. Discourse Features of New Testament Greek, Dallas: SIL 1992, 32-33. 
11. LEVINSOHN, Discourse Features, 177-178. 
12. The possibility has to be considered whether the significance of the AT term «burning» 
might be derived from the Targum Neofiti text of Gen 28: 10 where God is said to have advan- 
ced the hour o€ sunset, wanting to speak with Jacob in private because «the "Word" was burning 
to speak with himn. This may be an indication that even in the non-Bezan text the Jewish tradi- 
tiions of the Jacob story were recognised as being behind the Lukan narrative. 
13. The passive participle of huxko occurs at one other place in the NT, in the DO5 text of 
L.uke 2:48. When the parents of Jesus find him engaged in discussion with the teachers in the 
Temple, Codex Bezae has Mary say that she and Jospeh were distressed (hvnoGyevoi) as they 
searched for him. 
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announces his presence with a greeting (v. 36c = John 20:19,21,26) and they 
think that it is a spirit (xvscpa). 
The disciples finally comprehend the nature of the resurrection and the 
meaning of the Scriptures by means of the revelations made in the course of 
the final episode. 
1) v. 44D: Jesus takes up his instructions to the disciples earlier on the road, 
«whilst 1 was with you» (kv 4 f i ~ q v  aUv "i)'iv), which can refer to a time since 
his resurrection. The AT, on the other hand, has him refer to ct time before his 
death, «when 1 was still with you» (ETL OV aUv GpLv), echoing what was said 
to the two women at the empty tomb, ooa/&g EhÓlh~la~v Gplv ETL Ov kv tq  
I'ah~haig (v. 6). 
2) v. 45: he opens their understanding (zov vocv) completely ( ~ L ~ ~ v o L ~ E v ) ;  
before, he had described them as «without understanding» (&vÓqto~), v. 25. 
3) v. 46: he takes up the complaints of the disciples on the road: that the 
Christ (highlighted in DO5 by being placed before the verb)14 had to suffer (cf. 
v. 20), and that the third day is precisely the day of the resurrection (cf. v. 21). 
4. Historicizing Modijications in the AT 
The lack of nuances in the AT is an indication of the way in which this text 
treats the central episode of Luke 24 as simply one arnong several, rather than 
as part of a sequential development. The same tendency of the AT to regard the 
story as a series of facts to be related can be seen in a number of other features 
in the text of B03: 
1) The absence of linguistic developmental markers: icai is read in place of 
66 at VV. 14a; 19a; 25a; 32a (and at VV. 38a; 42a; 50b, in the following epi- 
sode). It has been recognised by linguists for some time now that the choice 
between xai and 66 is not merely a matter of scribal stylistic preference.15 The 
effect in the AT is to produce a narrative which is less clearly articulated, and 
in which conversations and events are not structured in such a way as to build 
on each other. 
2) The presence of icai 3 0 6  which confers on the narrative a biblical tone 
but without contributing to the theological meaning: v. 13 (and v. 49). 
3) A certain objectivity on the part of the narrator, whereas the narrator in 
the DO5 text enters more closely into the subjective sphere of the participants 
of the story: a) with respect to activities of speaking (8p~h6o, &vz~@áhho, 
14. Placing the subject before the verb, is a way of drawing attention to it, see LEVINSOHN, 
Disco~trse Features, 18, 83-85. 
15. LEVINSOHN, Textual Connections, 83-120, explains the significance of particles such as 
nai and 6É, and demonstrates that they are far from being the stylistic features they were pre- 
viously thought to be. 
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hkyco): x g o ~  &hhGhov~, «to one another» (VV. 14,17,32: cf. Luke 2:15; 4:36; 
6: 11; 825; 20: 14) for neo5 E a v ~ o ~ j ~ ,  «to each other» in DO5 (cf. 205; 22:23); 
b) with respect to the disciples' attitude: xai Eazá0qoav oxv0gonoi (v. 17) 
for x ~ ~ ~ n a t o C v . c e ~  axu0ecoxoi in D05; xa i  &vaotcivze~ (v. 33) for xa i  
&vaozcivzs~ ~ X O ~ ~ ~ E V O L  in D05. 
4) A marked focus on the person and words of Jesus as compared with 
those of the disciples: xai a6zo5 '1qoo.U~ (v. 15) for nai  6 'IqooB~ in D05; 
xa i  a6zoc E ~ G E V  (v. 25) for 8 6E E ~ X E V  in D05. This insistence on Jesus 
reflects the understanding of the AT that the chief purpose of the episode is to 
present the miraculous presence of the resurrected Jesus and the conclusive- 
ness of his interpretations of the Scriptures. The DO5 text, in contrast, is more 
interested in the state of mind of the disciples than the actual facts of the ap- 
pearance or the explanations of Jesus. 
5) The inclusion of a number of narrative details, most of them paralleled in 
the Gospel of John (v. 12, cf. John 20:3-4,6,10; v. 36b, cf. John 20: 19,21,26; 
v. 40, cf. John 20:20; v. 52, cf. John 9:38 [?]), and one in the book of Acts 
(v.. 51b, cf. Acts 1:ll). 
5. Implications of the Parallel of Jacob's Dream 
Now that we have examined the way in which the Bezan account presents 
the disciples' understanding of the resurrection as a developing awareness, we 
can return to look more closely at the Jacob story that lies behind Luke's narra- 
tive. 
The links between Luke's account of Jesus' resurrection appearances and 
the dream which Jacob had at Bethel of a ladder between heaven and earth are 
not straightforward, one to one parallels but rather an intricate web of inter- 
woven strands which work together to produce a global picture rather than 
a linear one. 
In the New Testament Gospels generally, the patriarch Jacob is represented 
on the one hand by Jesus and on the other by the disciples. His representation 
by Jesus seems to derive in part from the tradition that Jacob is the beloved of 
God, whose face was said to be engraved on the throne of God: according to 
some Rabbinic exegesis of the Genesis passage, it is this image which the 
angels were ascending the ladder to view, alternating their ascent with down- 
w;ud movements to look at Jacob on earth.16 In the Gospel of John, it is Jesus 
16. Numbers Rabbah 4:1, cornmenting 1s 43:l-4; cf. J. L. KUGEL, In Potiphar's House, The 
Interpretative Life of Biblical Texts, Carnbridge, Massachussetts/London: Harvard University 
Press 1994, 113-119; J. MASSONNET, ~Targum, Midrash et Nouveau,Testament», Les Pre- 
tnieres Traditions de la Bible (Histoire du Texte Biblique 2), Lausanne: Editions du Z b r e  1996, 
67-101, esp. 88-89. 
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who applies the dream of Jacob to himself (John 151). In the Genesis story, 
Jacob leaves this place of communication between heaven and earth to go on a 
journey, praying that God will bring him back in peace to his «father's house». 
So Jesus, when he ascends to heaven, returns to his father. In addition to these 
similarities between Jacob and Jesus, Jacob represents Israel, indeed his name 
becomes «Israel»; as the Messiah of Israel, Jesus, too, represents the people 
whom he leads. Again, just as Jacob had twelve sons who became the founders 
of the twelve tribes of Israel, so Jesus chose twelve apostles to rule over Israel 
under his kingship (Luke 22:30). 
At the same time, the role of Jacob in the Genesis story is re-enacted by the 
disciples. They are initially heading for the place where God revealed himself 
in a dream to Jacob. On their way, they meet and talk with the resurrected 
Jesus; they hear the revelation of the divine plan in the Scriptures and realize 
who Jesus is as they eat with him at Bethel, where Jacob talked with God; they 
will later witness the ascension of Jesus to heaven (Luke 2451, not DOS; Acts 
1:9-11). When Jacob had realized that God was in the place where he had 
slept, he set up a stone which was later seen to represent the foundation of the 
Temple, the place where God dwells on earth.17 Jesus, in revealing himself 
through his act of sharing the bread, signals to the disciples a change in the 
mode of God's dwelling on earth: he dwells no longer in a building of stone 
but in fellowship among the brethren. 
In the account of the development of the Cllurch set out in the book of Acts, 
Luke will show that within the plan of God for his people there are further 
breaks with the patterns of relations and systems of belief formerly established 
among the Jews, held until then to be unchangeable. It is important to recog- 
nize, however, that at least in the Bezan text of Luke's writings these changes are 
presented from a position from within Judaism, from an insider point of view. 
They are not viewed from the standpoint of Christians who claim superionty to 
the Jews, or who express hostility towards them from a position outside 
~udaism. '~  The close familiarity with Jewish ways of thinking, demonstrated by 
the profuseness and the subtlety of the allusions to Jewish literary, cultural and 
religious traditions which run throughout the Lukan writings in Codex Bezae, 
is no artificial device created by a Gentile author but is rather the natural and 
spontaneous expression of a Jewish believer in Jesus who is writing about 
17. Jewish tradition has it that the place where Jacob had his dream was on Mount Moriah, 
where Abraham had earlier been sent by God to sacrifice Isaac. Mount Moriah was also assimi- 
lated with the location of the Temple, in Jerusalem (GINZISERG, Legends of the Jews, vol. V ,  Phil- 
adelphia: The Jewish Publication Society of America 1937,289, n. 130). 
18. Epp's interpretation (The Theological Tendency) of the heightened criticism of the Jews 
in Codex Bezae as the work of Christians who wished to demonstrate that their religion was 
superior to Judaism, is only half the truth. It does not take account of the Jewish viewpoint 
expressed through the Bezan text overall. 
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and for his own people. His attitude resembles more that of the Jewish Pro- 
phets than that of the second century Christian Fathers. 
6. Sixty Stadia away from Jerusalem 
We have seen that in comparison with the version of Codex Bezae, the AT 
presents a less nuanced account of the meeting between the disciples and 
Jesus. Its interest is more in the fact of the resurrection appearances than in the 
mental attitude of the disciples, and the encounter is related as a straightfor- 
ward historical fact. The contrasting concerns of each text become even more 
apparent when each of the two names used for the village which was the desti- 
nation of the disciples' journey is considered in association with the distance 
from Jerusalem given for each. 
It is difficult to know for certain what present-day distance corresponds to 
the measurement mentioned by ~ u k e . ' ~  Essentially two lengths could have 
been known to him, one amounting to about 185 metres (one eighth of 
a Roman mile) and the other to about 150 metres (one tenth of a Roman mile). 
According to the former measurement (commonly accepted in commentaries 
on this passage of Luke's Gospel), the disciples were travelling to a village 
11 km from Jerusalem; and according to the latter, the village was just under 
9 km away. 
The difficulties in locating «Emmaus» are well-known for there is no such 
place within 9-1 1 km of Jerusalem.*' By the time of the 12th century, the place 
called «El-qubeibeh», which is around 11 km to the NW of Jerusalem, had 
become known as «Emmaus» but there is no reference to this place before 
the 12th century. Other suggestions have been put forward for the locality of the 
village. A place called «Ammaous», referred to by Josephus (J. W. 7.217), 
known also as «Colonia», is about 5.5 km west of Jerusalem, so it would fit the 
distance of 11 km if Luke were giving the length of the round trip and not that 
of the single journey. 
Finally, Emmaus has been thought to be the village of 'Amwas, 32 km west 
of Jerusalem. This appears to the place referred to in 1 Macc 3:40, 57; 4:3 as 
- 
19. The length of the stadium in antiquity varied according to geographical location, politi- 
cal authority and era. (It further varies according to the reference works consulted!) The entry 
f c ~ .  «stadium» in Webster's New Jnternational Dictionary, London: Be11 1927, gives the measure- 
ments of 185 m for the Attic and the Roman stadium, 192.3 m for the Olympic stadium, and 
147.9 m for the Asiatic stadium. According to the Dictionnaire Larousse du XIXe si2cle (1875) 
1044, different measurements were used at the time of the Greeks and the Romans, and in differ- 
eiit parts of the Empires; the distance of 147.2 m is given as that of the stadium in Greece under 
Roman rule. 
20. For detailed discussion and further referentes, see 1. H. MARSHALL, The Gospel of Luke 
(NIGTC), Exeter: Paternoster 1978, 892-893. 
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the site of Judas Maccabee's defeat of Gorgias in 166 B.C. The distance does 
not correspond to 11 km but it could fit with the distance of 160 stadia (approxi- 
mately 30 km, taking the longer measurernent of the stadium) found as a 
variant reading in Codex Sinaiticus. The reading of S01 suggests that the name 
of «Emmaus» was understood to refer to the place already known from the 
account of the Maccabean wars and that the shorter distance (60 stadia) was 
modified by Sol, or at some point before Sol,  in order to make the place fit the 
real distance of Emmaus (as 'Amwas) from Jerusalem. The name Emmaus, in 
other words, was clearly understood to set the scene for an encounter envis- 
aged as a literal reality. 
Now Bethel, which we have seen is indicated by the name «Oulammaous», 
is known from passing remarks in the Onomasticon of Eusebius to have been 
near the twelfth milestone on the road from Jerusalem to Neapolis, so Bethel 
was approximately 12 Roman miles from Jerusalem. According to the shorter 
of the two measurements mentioned above (1 stadium = 150 m), this matches 
the 17-18 kilometres which the site thought to be Bethel lies from Jerusalem 
today (12 x 10 x 150 m).21 Consequently, in terms of stadia, Eusebius' distance 
was equal to 120 stadia (12 Roman miles x 10). Clearly, these calculations do 
not match the 60 stadia quoted by Luke; in fact, they indicate a place that is 
exactly twice Luke's distance from Jerusalem. 
The discrepancy is puzzling for it is clear that Luke attaches importance to 
the distance since he mentions it even before the name of the village. It seems 
to indicate that the number of stadia is symbolic rather than literal, a possibility 
that tends to be confirmed by the reading of the name «Oulammaous», signify- 
ing a place of spiritual reality. It was suggested in the earlier article («Where is 
Emmaus?», 241-2) that the significance of the distance is to be derived from 
Luke's parallel account of the resurrection in the second volume of his work 
where mention is made of the «distante permitted to be travelled on the sab- 
bath» (Ac 1: 1 2). This is the journey that the apostles made after the ascension 
of Jesus when they returned to Jerusalem and to the authority of the Temple. 
The number «60» designates a distance 10 times that of the sabbath day regu- 
lation, and the multiple «lo» can be interpreted as intensifying the distance to 
an extreme point of contrast. The association of this symbolic distance in Luke 
24 with the metaphorical name of «Oulammaous» is strongly evocative. It rein- 
forces the picture of the two disciples who, like Jacob, were running away to 
a city of refuge after the betrayal of the Messiah by certain members of their cir- 
21. The questions of the distance of Bethel from Jerusalem and its modem-day location are 
discussed by J. BIMSON and D. LIVINGSTON, ((Redating the Exodus», Biblical Archeological 
Revielv 1315 (1987) 40-68, esp. pp. 46-51; cf. correspondance on the matter of the distance be- 
tween A.F. Rainey and Livingston in BAR 1415 (1988) 67-8; 1511 (1989) 11. The distance 
between Bethel and Jerusalem cited in the previous article as 90 stadia (((Where is Ernrnaus?», 
241) has been revised in the light of the BAR discussion. 
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cle, in order to escape from the stringency of the legal requirements of retrib- 
ution and punishment under Jewish law. 
7. The Identity of Cleopas 
Having considered the symbolic and metaphorical nature of Luke's account, 
we are now in a position to have a closer look at the two disciples who met 
Jesus during their journey. There are indications that Luke intends his audience 
to recognize the identity of at least one of them. 
Adjacent to the variant name of the village in v. 13, there is another variant 
reading in DO5 which reads 6vÓpa.r;~ where the AT has 3 Ovopa. If we look 
ahead to v. 18, we see there the same pair of alternative readings with the name 
Cleopas, one of the two disciples, but this time it is DO5 which has 6 Ovopa, 
and the AT which has 6vÓpa.r;~: 
v. 13D ~Cópqv... b v ó p a ~ ~  Ofihc1ypaotjG V. 18D O I X O X Q L O E ~ ~  ... d~ 6 Ovopa K h s o n a ~  
AT xwpqv ... 6 Ovopa ' E p y a o t j ~  AT & n o i t ~ ~ @ e i ~  ... 6 5  
6vÓpa.r;~ Kh~on;&c 
Luke's interest in names as a vehicle to convey his message is demonstrated by 
llis application of a device typical of his narrative technique: he uses two synony- 
imous expressions to which he attributes contrasting meanings or connotations by 
selecting one or the other on separate occa~ions .~~ In his Gospel and Acts, the more 
cornmon expression to introduce the narne of a place or of a person is 6vÓpa.r;~: 
Luke 'S Gospel (in addition to the vll at 24: 13,18) Acts 
6vÓpa.r;~ x 6 6vÓpa.r;~ x 20 (no vll) 6 Ovopa x 4 (of which 3 in the infancy narrative) 6 6vopa x 1 (13:6, not D) 
There are no variant readings outside ch. 24. 
The only occurrence of 6 Ovoya at 13:6 in al1 the Greek MSS of Acts 
except DO5 can help to elucidate the meaning which it carries. Paul and Barna- 
bas are said to have found a magician, a Jewish false prophet by the name of 
BarJesus: Oív6~a T L V ~  yáyov $S)EV~OXQO@~~TIIV '10~6aiov 6 Ovopa Raelq- 
ootj. At v. 8, his name is said to have the meaning of «Elymas». The introduct- 
ion of this character into the narrative has a different wording in the text of 
Codex Bezae: 6vÓpa.r;~ itaho6pevov B a g ~ q o o . ~ . ~ ~  Here i t appears that «Bar- 
- 
22. This device has been noticed by Josep Rius-Camps and is discussed with reference to 
Acts on repeated occasions in his Cornentari als Fets dels Apostols, vols 1-ILI (Col.lecthnia Sant 
Pacik 43,47, 54; Barcelona: Facultat de Teologia de Catalunya - Editorial Herder 1992-2000). It 
is also discussed by D. Sylva («Ierousalem and Hierosoluma in Luke-Acts», ZNW 74 [1983] 
207-19), as a narrative technique known outside biblical writings. 
23. The phrase is found once elsewhere in Luke's wntings at Lk 19:2, in introducing Zac- 
cheus. Was that also some kind of nickname? Or was it used in order to protect his identity as chief 
tax collector? Cf. Lk 8:41, where Jairus, a leader of the synagogue, is introduced with ¿$6~0pa. 
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Jesus» is a name by which he was known, it was not his real narne. The mention 
of another proper name at v. 8 (with another variant reading in D05!) would 
confirm that Bar-Jesus was a sort of pseudonym which was given to him. 
In other words, where 6 Ovopa is used in Acts it prefaces a narne which is 
not the character's real name; it carries the sense of «let us call him ... ». It 
would be interesting to investigate the question of pseudonyms in the four 
occurrences of the expression in the early part of the Gospel, but such an exam- 
ination at this point would take us too far from our ~ u b j e c t . ~ ~  Restricting our 
study to Luke 24, therefore, we will test the conclusion reached by an analysis 
of 4 Ovopa in Acts to the variant readings of VV. 13 and 18. 
Let us take first the name of the place. «Oulammaous» in DO5 is a name 
rich in associations and reminiscences of another story, one concerning Jacob, 
but it is not simply a pseudonym for it corresponds to a known reality and, 
according to the metaphorical articulation of the story in the Bezan text, it is its 
real name. It is therefore introduced with Ovópan. However, if the name of 
«Oulammaous» is not recognized, it may pose a puzzle, for there is no village 
of this name in the area around Jerusalem. Alternatively, it may perhaps be 
recognized as a key for the interpretation of Luke's narrative but its Jewish 
associations may cause unease. Faced with either problem, it is easy to see how 
the name should be changed to make it correspond to a known place, Emmaus. 
Those responsible for the change, however, knowing that «Emmaus» was not 
the name given in the original story but is a substitute name, preface it with 4 
Ovopa: «let us call it "Emmaus"». 
Moving on to the name of the person, Cleopas, at v. 18, we find there that 
the variant readings open up a new area for investigation. The AT appears to 
treat Cleopas as the real name of the disciple: O v ó p a ~ ~  KAEoxO~C. This is a disc- 
iple of whom nothing is known except his name; and although Luke clearly 
attaches importance to names in his work, the significance of the name of this 
disciple never becomes apparent in the AT. The DO5 text, in contrast, is more 
specific about the name: @ Ovopa KheonOi~, «let us call him Cleopas». In 
other words, this is a clue to the fact that «Cleopas» is a pseudonym which 
masks the true identity of the disciple. 
Who, then, is Cleopas? There is a series of indications that he is, in fact, 
none other than Simon Peter. These indications are more numerous in the 
Bezan text. 
1) v. 13: The two travellers are introduced as «two of them», 660 k t  a6-cojv 
(AT), or with the presentative phrase «there were two walking from among 
them», qoav 66 660 ~ O Q E V Ó ~ E V O L  a 6 ~ O v  (D0.5). The last people ment- 
ioned of whom these are two, were the apostles (VV. 10-1 1). The implication is 
that these disciples themselves must have been apostles. 
24. The occurrences in Luke's Gospel of the relative phrase $/i 6vopa are at 1:26 (Naza- 
reth; om D); 1:27 (Joseph); 2:25 (Simeon); 8:41 (Jairus). 
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2) The text of DO5 closely links the beginning of this central episode with 
the end of the previous one, for it does not include the information about Peter 
going to the tomb given in v. 12AT (which, like the end of v. 36AT and v. 40 
AT, has a parallel in the Gospel of John, 20:3-4,6,10). Nor does it open the pre- 
sent section with the AT's phrase «And behold!» (xai  i6ou) which conveys 
a biblical tone but also heightens the break with the preceding e p i ~ o d e . ~ ~  The 
word order of the opening sentence 24:13 in DO5 is that of a presentative 
phrase, qoav 66 6Co n o ~ ~ v ó p e v o ~  65 auzov, which closely links the pair to 
the previous incident. 
3) Peter had personally denied Jesus (Luke 22:54-62) and thid would be 
ample reason for his flight. Given Peter's place among the disciples, according 
to Luke, as well as his eagerness to understand and act upon the revelation of 
Jesus as Messiah (Luke 6:14; 9:20; 32-3; 12:41; 22:33), he is likely to have 
experienced an acute sense of failure and disappointment after the death of 
Jesus. 
4) v. 19D: Jesus addresses Cleopas alone (auzq), and he alone answers, 
iinstead of the two disciples in the AT (o'L 62 6 n a v  aun$). This means that the 
speech is pronounced by Peter if he is indeed Cleopas, and we need to see if 
this possibility tallies with the rest of the narrative and, indeed, if the contents 
of the speech matches other speeches attributed by Luke to Peter. The follow- 
ing points 5 to 9 will consider these questions. 
5) v. 24D: Cleopas explains to Jesus that «some of us» went to the tomb 
after the women had returned, without specifying who it was, but he then slips 
into the first person when he says «but we did not see him», 06% ~ 1 G o p ~ v .  This 
corresponds to the information provided by v. 12AT, omitted by Codex Bezae 
(= John 20:3,4,6,10). 
6) VV. 19-21: there are correspondances between Cleopas' presentation of 
Jesus and that of Peter in the book of Acts (2:22-3,36; 3:13-15; 4:5-12; 10:38- 
9)' which are the more striking that such similarities do not exist with the 
speeches of any other apostle in Acts, including those of Paul: 
- 'Iqoo0 zo0 Naí;oeaiov (the AT reads Naí;a~qvoG): Acts 2:22b; 3:6; 
4.: 10b; the equivalent of 'Iqoo0v ~ o v  &no Nal;a@ÉB, 10:38a. 
- &VI)@ n ~ o @ f i z q ~ :  Acts 2:22c; 10:38b. 
- 6 v v a z b ~  Ev hóyq x a i  Eeyq (the AT inverts the order): cf. Acts 2:22c; 
4.:1Oc,12; 10:38c. (The same order, but in the plural, is found in Stephen's 
speech, 7:22.) 
- EvWn~ov t00 0 ~ 0 0  xai. navzos t00 ha00 (the AT reads Evavziov as in 
I a k e  1:6AT, where DO5 also has Evhniov): Acts 2:22d; 4:10a,19 (cf. Luke 
11:53D!); 10:38d. 
25. It is to be noted that the same phrase ltai iso6 is omitted by the DO5 text at precisely 
two of the four other places in the Gospel where a character is introduced with 4 O v o ~ a :  2:25 
(Simeon) and 8:41 (Jairus). 
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- 6.q tofitov naeéiioxav oi &QXLEQELC lcai oi O~QXOVZES GpQv: Acts 2:23 
(D); 3:13,17; cf. 4:5-6. 
- lceipa Oaváto~): Acts 3:13D (eig x~ioiv).  
- lcai EataU~coaav a6tÓv: Acts 2:(23),36; 3: 15a; 4: 10c; cf. 10:39. 
7) v. 34D: When the two disciples return to Jerusalem, it is they who report 
(hiyovtec) that Jesus had appeared to Simon (that is, Peter), and not the «Ele- 
ven and those with them» who had remained in Jerusalem, as the AT with 
héyovtcxc at v. 34 would have it. In the DO5 text, consequently, cc6zoi in v. 35 
takes up the same subject as that of v. 34 (in exactly the same way as in v. 14 
of the A T ) ; ~ ~  direct speech gives way to indirect, with an imperfect verb 
( E ~ ~ o f i v ~ o )  expressing the idea of a lengthy exposition of the things which 
happened on the two disciples' journey. The final verb (byvóoey), like those 
of the direct speech (flyÉ~Oq, &+87), is introduced by 6ti and is in the aorist. 
The subject is clearly maintained from the initial statement, that «the Lord has 
risen and has appeared». If, on the other hand, it is those in Jerusalem who 
announce the appearance of Jesus to Simon, ií has to be said that nowhere does 
Luke record such an appearance. Furthermore, the declaration is made in a part- 
icipial phrase in the accusative (h iyovta~)  which is an unusually weak con- 
struction in Greek to carry such an important piece of information which is 
entirely new in the AT version of the story. 
8) The fact that the disciples are, in fact, apostles (cf. 1) above) means that 
they belong to the group of the «Eleven» whom they find back in Jerusalem. 
This is not a contradiction if it is remembered that Luke uses the term the 
«Eleven», like the «Twelve», as a label to designate «the apostolic group» as 
well as to indicate the precise number of people within that g r o ~ p . ~ ~  
9) There is a certain closeness of the Aramaic name of Peter, Cephas, to 
Cleopas. This lexical similarity in itself is not, of course, sufficient reason to 
assimilate the two names, but we have seen that there are other reasons for 
doing so. The meaning of the name «Cephas» may, in fact have some bearing 
on the matter. Cephas means «stone» in Aramaic as does nitea in Greek. In 
the Genesis story, Jacob took the stone on which he had placed his head to 
sleep and, having poured oil over it, set it up as a pillar to mark the place where 
he had had his dream and where God was present (Gen 28:11,18,22). Jacob 
declared, «This stone which 1 have set up for a pillar, shall be God's house» 
(v. 22). 
In both the targumic and midrashic interpretation attached to the text of Gen 
28:lO-22, a great deal is made of the ~ t o n e . ~ ~  The underlying presence of this 
26. J. Nolland («Luke 18:35-24:53», in Word Biblical Cornrnentary 35c, Dallas, Texas: Word 
1993) speaks of the use of this pronoun in v. 14 as unstressed, and as a typically Lukan formula. 
27. Cf. RIUS-CAMPS, Comentari, vol. 1, on Acts 1:26. 
28. See GINZBERG, The Legends of the Jews, vol. ;i, pp. 349-354; KUGEL, In Potiphar's 
House, 112-120; «The Ladder of Jacob», HTR 88 (1995) 209-227; Massonnet, «Targum, 
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theme in the Jacob story, the story on which Luke builds the present scene, is 
potentially sufficiently strong to carry the interpretation of the name Cleopas as 
a signal that CephasIPeter is intended. 
1,uke is not the only Gospel writer to draw on the traditions surrounding the 
Genesis account of Jacob's dream at Bethel. They were traditions which were 
very much alive during the time of Jesus and the early Church, as witnessed by 
the resonances of the sarne story in the Gospel of ~ o h n . ~ ~  However, whereas 
Luke uses the parallels as a setting for his account of the end of Jesus' earthly 
ministry, John does so for his account of the beginning of Jesus' ministry 
(1:35-51). In considering the identity of Cleopas, it is worth noting that it is 
also within the context of the Jacob reference that John places the change of 
Simon's name to Cepha~.~'  
8. Conclusions 
We have now considered the passage of Luke 24: 12-35 from severa1 angles: 
the name of the village for which the disciples were heading; their understand- 
ing of the recent events and the change that takes place through their encoun- 
ter with Jesus; the significance of the story of Jacob at Bethel, as it was told in 
th.e Hebrew Bible and as it developed in Jewish tradition; the link between the 
last chapter of Luke's Gospel and the first chapter of the book of Acts; and the 
identity of the disciple called Cleopas. Overall, it can be seen in both the Bezan 
and the Alexandrian texts that the readings work together to form two different 
versions of the story, each with its own inner coherence. When the readings of 
thie Bezan text are viewed from within the Jewish perspective that they reflect, 
they are seen to communicate a message which is essentially theological. The 
author of the Bezan text relies on the metaphorical meaning of his language, 
especially of names, to convey his message. He uses a meeting between Jesus 
and two of his disciples as a basis for a metaphorical expression of a spiritual 
reality. The purpose of the AT is, in contrast, primarily historical and the author 
uses language in a more literal way to te11 the story as a factual account. The 
Jewish context of the participants in the encounter is not immediately apparent 
ir1 the AT. Possibly a «Jewish background» to the episode can be deduced, but 
Miidrash et Nouveau Testamentn. There is another aspect of the <<stone» motif connected with 
the sons of Jacob, for the twelve patriarchs are represented on the priestly breastplate by twelve 
precious stones. This is an aspect which receives extensive treatment in early Jewish exegetical 
writings and whose importance should not be overlooked in considering similarities between 
Peter and the stone of Jacob: see KUGEL, In Potiphar's House, 106-108. 
29. See MASSONNET, ~Targum, Midrash et Nouveau Testament», 91-100. 
30. The story of Jacob's dream likewise appears to be alluded to in the text of Mark 16.3 in 
the Old Latin MS k, where mention is made of angels moving up and down between heaven and 
eíirth at the point when the stone is moved from the tomb of Jesus. 
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the implied hearer or reader of the story is not addressed from within an in- 
sider's Jewish perspective. 
We believe that the evidence that Codex Bezae reflects a Jewish point of 
view points, in turn, to an early date for its writing, a time when the events 
concerning Jesus and his followers were still considered as part of the on-going 
story of the Jews as the People of God, rather than as the beginning of a new 
and separate religion and community. Taking account of this context of 
Judaism, we have suggested possible reasons why the Bezan text may have 
been altered. A later generation of Christians, who were no longer as conscious 
of their origins in Judaism as were the first generations, may simply not have 
recognized many of the reminiscences of traditional stories and teachings. As 
a consequence of this, they could have chosen to convert specific references such 
as «Oulammaous» to entities which were more readily recognizable, and to 
alter the subtle, theological message to one more readily accessible. On the 
other hand, the reference to Oulammaous with its connotations may have been 
only too well recognized as a key to the fact that the underlying encounter at 
Bethel was a model for Luke's story. For that reason, the allusions to the hist- 
ory of Israel, and to the Torah as the divinely created model for that history, 
may have been eliminated because they proved offensive to Christian believers 
who by now saw themselves as quite distinct from the Jews. 
Such an account of the history of the manuscript divergences matches what 
is known of the history of the early years of the Church, a period of gradual 
separation between Jews and Christians. Codex Bezae, as a manuscript that has 
retained a Jewish perspective, thus stands as a primary witness to the earliest 
years of Christianity. 
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Hi ha una dificultat ben reconeguda en localitzar Emmaús, mencionat a Lc 24,13 
com el poblet al qual es dirigien dos deixebles quan es varen trobar amb Jesús, en una 
aparició després de la resurrecció. Aquest article suggereix que la solució al problema 
es troba en la paraula (~Oulammaous~~ del Codex Bezae. És el nom que es dóna en 
el text de Gn 28,19, en la versió grega dels LXX, al lloc on Déu s'aparegué a Jacob en el 
seu somni de I1escala que arriba fins al cel i al qual el1 canvia el nom pel de ((Betel)) 
(((la casa de Déu))). Els deixebles, decebuts pel que havia ocorregut a Jerusalem, hau- 
rien tornat a I'antic lloc profa. Cautor del text del Codex Bezae es basa en I'exegesi tra- 
dicional jueva de la historia del Genesi per a establir paral.lelismes entre les dues esce- 
nes. En el Codex Bezae hi ha indicis que fan pensar que el deixeble anomenat Cleofas 
no és altre que Simó Pere (((Cefes)), segons Jn 1,42). Els textos dels altres manuscrits 
de Lluc 24 tendeixen a rebaixar el missatge teologic eliminant algunes de les al.lusions 
jueves i algunes subtileses en les descripcions dels personatges, per tal de fer una 
narració cenyida als fets concrets i més literal. 
There is a well-known difficulty in locating Emmaus, mentioned in Lk 24.13 as the 
village to which two disciples were walking when they met Jesus in a post-resurrection 
appearance. This article suggests that the solution to the problem lies in the reading 
of ~~Qulammaous~~ found in Codex Bezae. The name is that given in the LXX text of 
Genesis 28.19 to the place where God appeared to Jacob in his dream of the ladder 
reaching to heaven and the author of the Bezan text draws on traditional Jewish exegesis 
of the Genesis story to establish parallels between the two scenes. There are further 
cluies in Codex Bezae that the disciple called Cleopas is none other than Simon Peter 
(((Cephas)) according to Jn 1.42). The text read by the other manuscripts of Luke 24 
terid to tone down the theological message by eliminating some of the Jewish allusions 
and subtleties of character portrayal to give a more factual and literal account. 
